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Short Ltvcd Physicians. " --r

A contemporary lias an article explaining why a

doctors as a rule are short-lived- t They cannot Ii

reduce themselves to the formula they prescribe
for the patient; their hours of sleep are perpet-

ually broken; they cannot have regular times for
their meals; they cannot devote the time at the
table which is necessary for good digestion; their
holidays are infrequent, and many other reasons
are 'given, all of which we do not accept as valid.

All physicians are not short-live- a great
many of them live a long time, but we can under-

stand why they should be short-live- A phy-

sician is called to the bedside of a patient. The
patient wants to live, wants to have his or her
health restored. The doctor prescribes accord-

ing to the best lines before him, but still the
patient does not recover. To an earnest, sen-

sitive man we can understand that that patient's
case takes possession of him. He worries over
it, worries as did that physician which Dumas
tells of who had a sick daughter and called in
all his brother practitioners and explained the
case in a way which kindled their admiration,
for it showed that he had exhausted study upon
the case; that he understood it better than ever

' caso was understood before, and. yet was obliged
.0 confess that he was helpless; that he could

. not any longer fight back the inevitable.
To a genuine, sensitive man those things fill

Ihe day and haunt the night with them and they
do not grow callous with the years. It clings to
them and wears them out.

The Macqulsten Concentrator.
Mining men who have sulphide ores should

visit the experimental concentrating works that V

are running in the Glasgow & Western offices, in
the McCornick block. They will there see the
miracle performed of putting some crushed ore r
in a hopper, see it started on its way through a
revolving grooved tube, which resembles a big,
rifled cannon, and with no agency save the water
that flows through the tube and rests in the
tanks at the outlet, see the sulphides in the mass,
as by instinct range themselves together in one
place and the gangue seek another direction. It
is in one respect like the day of judgment the
sheep gravitating one way, the goats another. It
is as when a crowd makes a rush for a theatre.
All enter the same door, but without noise one
company gravitates to the dress circle, the other

I to the gallery.
The tnypntion is by Mr. A. P. Stanley Mac-quiste- n

of "the G. & W. company. The secret
seems to be the utilizing of the repellant and ab-

sorbent properties of water, which in sulphido
ores acts like the positive and negative qualities
of electricity. Crushed sulphides are pure metal,
shiny in color and, examined when separated,
carry a greasy look. When these in rotation
reach the surface of the water they break the
tension, pierce it and float away, while the
gangue is absorbed and carried on to its recep-
tacle. These tubes are four or five feet long,
constantly revolving, with the result that prac-
tically all the metal is in its course able to extri-- ,

cate Itself from the gangue and to dismiss the
last of its bad company.

The advantages claimed are that
and more perfect separation is made than by
any other process, that the power required is al-

most nothing, and- - the space occupied as com-
pared with other concentrators is as about 1 to
15. Mr. Macquisten will soon complete a small
sampling plant, in which every man's ores can
bo tested.

ANYBODY'S DARLING.
Male Voice: Hello!
Female Voice: Hello!
"Is this you, darling?"
"Yes.; who aiv you?"- - Yonkers Statesman.
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